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On January 11th at The Hamilton in Washington, DC, 
Shapiro & Duncan was recognized for our 30 years of 
membership and involvement with Associated Builders 
and Contractors Metro Washington (ABCMW). More            
importantly the Chairman’s gavel was passed to our Vice 
President of Business Development, Mark Drury to serve 
as Chairman of the organization for 2017.   

Mark’s greatest passion lies with workforce  development 
which he defined with a two pronged  approach. “First, let’s 
bring more people into our industry and then let’s             
educate and train all of our people to reach their full           
potential.” Additionally, he plans to grow membership by             
increasing member engagement; broaden ABCMW             
Political Advocacy by promoting free enterprise from our 
local Councils to the White House; and build the ABCMW 

Safety culture by teaching members how the STEP program can lift their company up to a world-class 
standard for safety.  

Over the past 30 years Mark has participated in more than 20 Construction Industry and Community 
Boards, Committees, Taskforces and Advisory Councils doing “The Right Thing” for our industry and 
“Serving the Community.” His current responsibilities with ABC Metro include: 

 2014-Present ABCMW Executive Committee 

 2011-Present: ABCMW Board of Directors 

 Incoming Chairman for ABCMW CraftMasters Training Trust 

 Serves Nationally as a member of the ABC National Board and as a Trustee of the Trimmer             
Construction Education Foundation 

His committed involvement has built lifelong relationships for Shapiro & Duncan both across our industry 
and in our community which open the doors and the dialogue that bring exciting construction projects to 
our team. Our membership in ABC provides Shapiro & Duncan with project opportunities through            
networking events and peer recognition with the Excellence in Construction Awards and the Accredited 
Quality   Contractor and STEP Safety programs.   

Our team members gain career development through training in apprenticeship programs and education 
in the management education offerings.  Individual leadership skills are developed by those serving and 
chairing committees and in ABCMW’s Leadership Development Program (LDP) providing our industry 
leaders of the future the tools they need to succeed. In addition, ABC provides member discounts from 
fuel, to hotels, vehicle purchases, flowers, software and more. 
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